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2. Abstract
The Provincial Policy Statement (PPS) (MMAH, 2020) mandates the planning and
development of natural heritage systems in order to maintain, restore, or improve
biodiversity and connectivity of natural features. The Conservation Authorities Act
directs conservation authorities to develop programs and services to promote the
conservation, restoration and management of natural resources. Credit Valley
Conservation (CVC) works with municipalities to develop and manage natural
heritage systems within the Credit River Watershed. Therefore, there is an
important demand for modeling connectivity and evaluating the importance of
natural heritage features within CVC jurisdiction to optimize and prioritize their
conservation efforts. In collaboration with CVC, we used a circuit theory approach
to model a wall-to-wall, high-resolution current density map to characterize the
important connectivity pathways that facilitate the flow of biodiversity across the
Credit River Watershed. We then quantified the importance of each natural heritage
feature for maintaining the connectivity across the natural heritage system
network. This was based on the probability of connectivity index, using a least cost
path analysis and four critical Euclidian dispersal thresholds relevant to the
dispersal abilities of species in the watershed. Our results illustrate the importance
of natural heritage features in maintaining connectivity within the Credit River
Watershed. This role was underestimated as modeled, previously, at the provincial
scale (Bowman & Cordes, 2015). The implementation of this approach will provide
CVC with the knowledge required for prioritizing conservation efforts.
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3. Background, Scope, and Objectives
3.1.

Background

Progressive anthropogenic activities and socioeconomic impacts of urbanization
(e.g. development, land use change, and human footprints) are the main drivers of
habitat loss and fragmentation. These impacts have negatively influenced ecological
processes and have caused rapid declines in biodiversity (Grimm et al., 2008).
Thus, it is essential to protect and maintain the connectivity of the natural heritage
system to promote biodiversity and ecosystem services in our urbanizing
landscapes (Theobald et al., 2012). To balance increasing socioeconomic demands
with connectivity of natural habitats in the landscape, planning authorities should
prioritize conservation efforts and management based on an accurate evaluation of
landscape connectivity and the importance of natural habitat patches in our natural
heritage system.
This project was initiated by the Centre For Urban Environments (CUE), the
University of Toronto, Mississauga (UTM) with the support of CVC to create a highresolution connectivity map modeled to characterize the landscape of the watershed
and to quantify the importance of all natural habitat patches within the Credit River
Watershed. The resultant connectivity map and network analysis can be assessed
and tested with biodiversity data available at CVC. However, this goal is the next
logical step after this project. The results of this project can be used to inform the
protection and restoration of the Credit River Watershed’s natural heritage system.
At the larger scale, the project can help planning efforts to accommodate future
expansion of urbanization and socioeconomic demands in the area.
Landscape connectivity is commonly defined as the degree to which the landscape
facilitates or impedes the movement of organisms and their genes among habitat
patches (Taylor et al., 1993; Tischendorf & Fahrig, 2001). There are three main
approaches for quantifying landscape connectivity: structural connectivity, potential
functional connectivity, and actual functional connectivity (Calabrese & Fagan,
2004). Structural landscape connectivity can be determined from physical attributes
in the landscape, based on maps alone (i.e. without reference to organism
movement behaviour). Potential functional connectivity uses assumptions on
organismal movement behaviour, e.g. by mapping a species’ habitat and setting
dispersal thresholds. Finally, actual functional connectivity refers to observed data
(e.g., species occupancy, radio tracking, mark-recapture, or molecular genetic
data), which reflect actual rates of the exchange of organisms (or genes) among
habitat patches (natural heritage features). Because of these characteristics and
functions of connectivity, its decline is a major concern for wildlife population
survival, species diversity, and ecosystem services (Damschen et al., 2006;
Kramer-Schadt et al., 2004; Mitchell et al., 2013, 2015). Thus, quantifying
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landscape connectivity is a crucial component for any land-use planning and
conservation management (Lechner et al., 2015).
Understanding our different perspectives on the landscape can clarify conceptual
differences, guide researchers in making decisions about how to model connectivity
and inform practitioners about the potential and limitations of resulting maps. At
the conceptual level, there are two axes of our perspective on the landscape (Fig.
1): The first distinction occurs when we come from a species conservation
perspective, or a land-use planning perspective. For example, conservation studies
are often based on organism perspective. This bottom up perspective is compatible
with the modelling of connectivity based on the biology and ecology of species and
results in models of potential and actual functional connectivity. In contrast, landuse planning focuses on the sustainable development of multi-functional
landscapes. This top down perspective is highly compatible with the modelling of
connectivity based on human modification, which will result in a model of structural
landscape connectivity. In between, the ecological communities’ perspective can be
placed. Since species within communities share common biological, ecological and
sometimes dispersal characteristics, these models could be built by overlaying
multiple species-specific models.
The second distinction occurs at the policy and ecology perspectives. While ecology
mainly considers natural processes, policy addresses human values and actions.
Both perspectives meet in the consideration of the human impact on ecosystems.
Along this axis, connectivity models quantify how human actions and their
manifestation as non-natural landscape features constrain ecological flow across the
underlying natural fabric of the landscape with the goal of maintaining ecosystem
services and biodiversity in the context of sustainable development (Fig. 1).

Figure 1: Conceptual framework: different perspectives on the landscape (a) and
corresponding goals and approaches to connectivity modelling (b) from Marrec et al.
(2020).
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In this project, we are adopting the species-agnostic (top-down) approach that
focus on structural connectivity, and not on a species specific/multispecies
approaches that focus on potential functional connectivity.
From a practical perspective, developing a large-scale natural heritage system
connectivity model that is suitable for a wide range of species without the need for
extensive information on species-specific habitat requirements is challenging. While
species-specific and multispecies models provide an accurate and realistic basis for
modelling connectivity (at least for the selected species), in practice, developing
these models can be very time-consuming and costly (Dilkina et al., 2017). In this
project, we adopted a species-agnostic approach that relies on modelling
connectivity based on the degree of non-naturalness in the landscape (Dickson et
al., 2017; Theobald, 2013). In species-agnostic models, human footprints (i.e.,
land-use feature classes) are used as a proxy to develop a resistance layer that
represents a gradient of barriers to organismal movement and dispersal across the
landscape. This resistance layer is then used to model connectivity as current
density (representing the flow of organismal and their genes) within a circuit theory
framework. Species-agnostic connectivity models have been tested and validated
with actual functional connectivity data (Koen et al., 2014) and were found to
be efficient and cost-effective in predicting landscape connectivity for multiple
species.
In Ontario, the Provincial Policy Statement (PPS) (MMAH, 2020) and the Growth
Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe (MMAH, 2019) mandate the planning and
development of natural heritage systems. The PPS also states, “Natural heritage
systems shall be identified in Ecoregions 6E & 7E1, recognizing that natural
heritage systems will vary in size and form in settlement areas, rural areas, and
prime agricultural areas.” It explicitly stated that “The diversity and connectivity of
natural features in an area, and the long-term ecological function and biodiversity
of natural heritage systems, should be maintained, restored or, where possible,
improved, recognizing linkages between and among natural heritage features and
areas, surface water features and ground water features.”
Although there have been efforts to model landscape connectivity across Ontario
(Bowman & Cordes, 2015; Koen et al., 2014), these studies lack the fine-scale
spatial resolution necessary to model connectivity across a single watershed (Fig.
2). Moreover, these efforts have catalogued urbanized watersheds as areas of very
low connectivity and ecological value. However, the presence of small natural areas
and farming land are important for the conservation of landscape connectivity in
urbanized watersheds such as the Southern parts of the Credit Valley Watershed.
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Figure 2: A current density map of southern Ontario from Bowman & Cordes, 2015
indicating patterns of high-to-low current flow (red-to-blue). Due to extent and spatial
resolution of the map, and the assumption that large waterbodies act as a barrier, most
current is channeled through the Greenbelt and deviated around Lake Ontario, showing
large parts of the Credit River Watershed as having little or no importance for maintaining
connectivity across the Golden Horseshoe area (e.g. Mississauga area in the white circle).
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3.2.

Scope

The scope of this project was to provide an initial assessment of landscape
connectivity across the Credit River Watershed to identify natural habitat areas in
the watershed that are important for landscape connectivity.
3.3.

Objectives

Our main objectives included:
1. Assess existing natural heritage system mapping and expert opinion to
classify landcover types and assign resistance values to organism movement.
2. Develop a high-resolution landscape resistance surface to produce a current
density map that models landscape connectivity as current density.
3. Quantify the contribution of individual natural area patche to the overall
connectivity of the natural heritage system network to help prioritize
conservation efforts.
3.4.

Analyzing Landscape Connectivity

This project followed a standardized protocol (Bowman & Cordes, 2015) to quantify
landscape connectivity in the Credit River Watershed. Leveraging existing CVC
spatial data, we categorized landcover types into three policy-relevant groups: (1)
natural and permeable – low resistance (e.g. forest patches); (2) non-natural but
permeable – medium resistance (e.g. agriculture and open spaces); and (3) nonnatural and impermeable – high resistance (e.g. urban development). Then, we
used a circuit theory approach as implemented in Circuitscape v4.0.5
(www.circuitscape.org) (McRae, 2006; McRae et al., 2008) to model a wall-to-wall
landscape current density map. This map represents landscape connectivity as a
continuous function of permeability values across the Credit River Watershed. In
addition, we use a graph theory approach as implemented in Conefor v2.6
(www.conefor.org) (Saura & Rubio, 2010) to assess the connectivity of the entire
natural heritage system as a network of all natural features within CVC’s
jurisdiction, and quantify the importance of each natural feature for the
maintenance of connectivity. This project provides science-based decision-making
support for conservation planning in the Credit River Watershed based on the
identification and prioritization of critical habitat patches.
3.5.

Study Area: The Credit River Watershed

The Credit River Watershed encompasses 950 km 2 of land within the Greater
Golden Horseshoe area, the most rapidly urbanizing region of Ontario. The Credit
River flows southeast for nearly 100 km from its headwaters near Orangeville to
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Lake Ontario. Twenty-one subwatersheds have been identified within the
watershed, as well as approximately 14 creeks located within the City of
Mississauga that drain directly into Lake Ontario.
Land cover in the Credit River Watershed consists of roughly equal parts natural
cover (35%), agriculture and open space (34%) and urban land use (31%) (Fig.
3). Natural land cover in the watershed is made up of upland forests (12%),
wetlands (7%) and a small proportion of aquatic habitat and other natural cover
such as beaches and bluffs (1%). It also includes cultural forest (6%) or
successional communities (9%) that have a history of human origin. These include
agricultural fields that have been allowed to naturalize or undergo natural
succession (cultural meadows, cultural thickets, cultural savannahs and cultural
woodlands), plantations that are being allowed to undergo natural processes
(cultural plantations) and forests that have undergone non-natural thinning in the
form of selective logging (cultural woodlands) (Fig. 3; Lee et al., 1998).
Natural, agricultural and urban land cover types are unevenly distributed across the
watershed. In the upper portion of the watershed, above the Niagara escarpment,
land use is dominated by agriculture and natural cover types. The middle portion of
the watershed contains the Niagara Escarpment and the western edge of the Oak
Ridges Moraine. Together, the upper and middle zones contain the majority
of wetland and woodland cover in the watershed. The lower portion of the
watershed is home to 87% of the watershed’s population and includes most of the
City of Mississauga, the western half of the City of Brampton and the eastern
portions of the Town of Oakville and Town of Milton. Natural cover in the lower
watershed is low, with few remaining forests and wetlands.
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Figure 3: Land cover in the Credit River Watershed based on 2017 Ecological Land
Classification (ELC) and land use data.
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4. Methodology
For detailed systematic notes on the methodology, please refer to the project user’s
guide prepared specifically for this project (Torres-Vanegas et al., 2020). The user’s
guide explains all steps to build the wall-to-wall connectivity map and resistance
surface. It also provides exhaustive details on connectivity network analysis.
4.1.

Methodology Overview:

In this project, we modeled landscape connectivity in two complementary ways.
Firstly, we adopted a species agnostic approach, following the protocol of Bowman
and Cordes (2015), who reclassified landcover types into three policy relevant
groups: (1) natural and permeable – low resistance (10); (2) non-natural but
permeable – medium resistance (100); and (3) non-natural and impermeable –
high resistance (1000). We mapped all feature types of CVC’s spatial data to these
categories. Landscape connectivity was then modelled as electric current moving
across the estimated landscape resistance surface (McRae et al., 2008). The
resulting current density map represents the contribution of each raster cell to
connectivity across the Credit River Watershed as a continuous function of
resistance values. The circuit theory approach thus enabled us to produce a wall-towall (full extent map based on CVC boundary polygon) current density map for CVC
that shows important routes of ecological flow across the Credit River Watershed.
This approach is based on circuit theory and its widely recognized applications in
landscape ecology and conservation biology (McRae, 2006; McRae et al., 2008). It
uses a resistance surface that represents a gradient of barriers to the movement of
terrestrial organisms across the landscape. This resistance surface is then used to
model the flow of random walking electrons (organisms and their genes) across this
resistance surface (the landscape). The resulting current density maps (organismal
movement and gene flow) is used as a proxy of landscape connectivity. Current
density is an estimate of the net electron flow (representing ecological flow, or the
movement of individuals and their genes) through resistance surface cells. This
approach provides a robust way of quantifying all possible paths of movement and
dispersal of organisms in the landscape in contrast to the traditional analysis
method of least-cost paths, which estimate a single lowest-cost pathway between
any two points based on the resistance surface. Current density maps can
characterize three distinctive patterns: (1) Barriers: areas of low current density,
due to high resistance; (2) Pinch-points (bottlenecks): areas with high current
density and low or intermediate resistance (e.g., culverts), where flow is diverted
and funneled due to nearby strong barriers; and (3) Diffused current flow areas
with low current flow and low resistance that mark large connected areas with few
barriers (Anderson et al., 2012).
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Secondly, we conducted a network analysis by quantifying three fractions that
measure the different ways in which each natural heritage feature (natural area)
contributes to connectivity of the network of all features in the natural heritage
system (Saura & Rubio, 2010). Natural areas were characterized by: (1) size of the
natural area – Intra; (2) direct connections to nearby natural areas – Flux; and (3)
indirect connections between other natural areas – Connector. This analysis enabled
us to quantify the relative importance of each natural habitat patch in the Credit
River Watershed, for maintaining the connectivity of the entire natural heritage
system.
This approach is based on Graph theory and spatial networks (Dale & Fortin, 2010)
and relies on the concept of reachability of natural areas, irrespective of their
habitat quality. Reachability is quantified by the probability of connectivity, which is
the probability that two points (organisms) that are randomly placed in the
landscape (inside or outside of natural areas) will fall into natural areas that are
connected (Saura & Pascual-Hortal, 2007). The change in the overall probability of
connectivity due to the removal of one natural area at the time quantifies the
contribution of the area to network connectivity and can be decomposed into the
three aspects of Intra, Flow and Connector functions described above.
4.2.

Base Data and Data Preparation

Data inputs for the current density modeling with Circuitscape v4.0.5 (McRae,
2006; McRae et al., 2008) and the network analysis with Conefor v2.6 (Saura &
Rubio, 2010) were developed using CVC’s 2018 Ecological Land Classification (ELC)
Land use shapefile as base data. Land cover types were identified through
a combination of orthophoto interpretation and fieldwork completed by CVC. These
data were also modified for this project to incorporate a separate CVC inventory of
culverts, which can mitigate the barrier effect of roads. This base data provided the
best available data at the time of analysis. The spatial extent of the data
encompasses a two-kilometer buffer around the Credit River Watershed and the
entirety of the Region of Peel. Urban, agricultural and open space
areas are classified using CVC-defined land use categories, and natural
areas are classified based on the ELC system for southern Ontario (Lee et al.,
1998). A table listing all cover types in CVC’s 2018 ELC and land Use shapefile can
be found in Appendix A.
4.3.

Resistance Surface Development

The input resistance raster layer used to model the wall-to-wall current density map
in Circuitscape was created using CVC’s 2018 ELC and Land Use shapefile as
follows:
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Step 1: Updating and modifying CVC’s 2018 ELC and Land Use map for terrestrial
species movement
Three new land cover types were added:
 Open aquatic river: CVC’s ELC and Land use shapefile delineates open
aquatic habitat (OAO) and includes waterbodies, and some wide
rivers (generally, sections of the Credit river which are >20 m wide). The
ELC and land use shapefile was edited to separate waterbody polygons
from wide river polygons in order to consider them separately for
resistance classification.
 Gravel roads: CVC’s ELC and Land use shapefile delineates all roads and
classifies them as either highway, regional road, collector or general
urban. The project team was interested in distinguishing roads with lower
traffic volume in order to consider them separately for resistance
classification. In lieu of available traffic volume data from CVC, gravel
roads were chosen as a reasonable proxy for low-traffic roads. The ELC
and Land use shapefile was edited to separate segments of road that
were identified as gravel using a combination of orthophoto interpretation
and Google street view.
 Wildlife passage: The Credit River Watershed contains
many bridges and culverts that provide wildlife passage underneath
roads. CVC’s Road and Valley Crossings shapefile is a point dataset that
that characterizes opportunities for fish and wildlife passage at municipal
road-stream crossings in the watershed. Wildlife passage polygons were
added to the ELC and Land use shapefile at 63 crossings characterized by
the Road and Valley Crossings dataset as likely passable by all
wildlife. Wildlife passages polygons were mapped by buffering the Road
and Valley Crossing point, bridging the land use types on either side of the
road.
Step 2: Reclassifying land cover types based on degree of naturalness:
The updated land cover map was reclassified into three categories (Fig. 4) that
represents the degree of the non-naturalness in the landscape according to
Bowman and Cordes (2015), and resistance values were attributed as follows
(Detailed in Appendix 9.1):
Low resistance (value = 10): includes natural cover types that
are permeable to the movement of terrestrial species.
 Medium resistance (value = 100): includes land cover types that are
permeable but discourage movement in some way. This
includes some land use types that discourage movement for
anthropogenic reasons (e.g., noise, lack of cover from predators), as well
as some natural land cover types that discourage movement due to the
presence of natural barriers (e.g., rivers, bluffs).
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High resistance (value = 1000): includes non-natural cover types that
are assumed impermeable to the movement of terrestrial species.


Step 3: Rasterizing the resistance values of the reclassified land cover map.
The resistance values associated with the reclassified land cover map were
converted to a high-resolution raster map with 10m cell size to serve as the
resistance surface for modelling connectivity in Circuitscape. Measures were
taken to avoid artificial gaps or fractures in linear features, a problem that can
occur during the rasterization process. To avoid this issue, cells containing more
than one resistance class (e.g., part highway, part cultural meadow), were
classified with the highest resistance level. This conservative approach reduces
the likelihood of underestimating resistance for movement across the landscape.
Step 4: Establishing a 25% buffer around the watershed.
The resistance surface was extended with a 25% larger buffer than the total
area of CVC polygon in the watershed, following Koen et al. (2014). Any areas
within this buffer that had not yet received a resistance classification (i.e. any
areas beyond the extent of CVC’s ELC and land use shapefile) were classified as
medium resistance (assigned a value of 100).
The function of this buffer is to avoid bias related to the placement of current
sources when modeling current density. Current sources are placed along the
outside of the buffer (see project user manual of this project for details) (Fig. 5).
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Figure 4: Reclassified land cover map for the Credit River Watershed, with three categories
following Bowman & Cordes (2015).
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Figure 5: Resistance surface for the Credit River Watershed. The CVC boundary is
surrounded by a 25% buffer zone, which was used to place the current sources (nodes).
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4.4.

Modeling Current Density

To model current density across the Credit River Watershed, we placed current
sources with 5 km distance along the outer boundary of the buffer area. We used
Circuitscape v4.0.5 (McRae, 2006; McRae et al., 2008) to assess how much current
flows through each raster cell when any two current sources are connected. This
was repeated for all possible combinations of current sources, and current density
was calculated for each cell as the sum of the flow accumulated across all pairs. In
order to visualize and contrast important ecological flow routs in the current density
map, we standardized current density values as z-scores by subtracting the map
mean and dividing by the standard deviation for all cells. Values above a z-score of
1 are considered to be important ecological flow routs in the map (personal
communication with J. Bowman).
For more details on how Circuitscape was implemented in this project (e.g.
calculation mode, resistance format, current source placements, and selected
outputs) please refer to the project user’s guide (Torres-Vanegas et al., 2020).

4.5.

Network of Natural Areas

The natural area polygon input file required for the network analysis with Conefor
was also created using CVC’s 2018 ELC and Land Use shapefile, after land cover
classes were reclassified into resistance categories. We included 2181 natural
patches within or intersecting with the Credit River Watershed’s jurisdictional
boundary in the network analysis (Fig. 6 and Appendix C-3). These patches are
contiguous areas of natural cover types of low resistance (value=10). Patches were
considered distinct if separated by land cover types of medium (value = 100) or
high resistance (value = 1000) (Appendix A).
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Figure 6: Natural area polygons within and intersecting with the jurisdictional boundary of
the Credit River Watershed.
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4.6.

Quantifying the Relative Importance of Natural Areas

We used Conefor v2.6 (Saura & Rubio, 2010) to quantify the relative importance of
each patch for maintaining connectivity in the network of natural areas in the Credit
River Watershed. This involves calculating pairwise distances between all patches in
the network and specifying a median dispersal threshold (Fig. 7). We calculated two
types of distances that can provide useful information for conservation practices.
First, we used the edge-to-edge Euclidian (i.e., straight-line) distance between
natural areas. Euclidian distance is the easiest for interpretation as it is informed
with some ecologically meaningful median dispersal distances for a group of
terrestrial organisms with different dispersal capacities (see below). However, it
does not take into account the heterogeneity of the intervening landscape and the
ability of these organisms to move across different features types. Therefore, we
considered also the least-cost distance derived from the resistance map defined
above.
Dispersal ability is inherently a species-specific trait. Rather than selecting the
median dispersal distance of a single focal species, we used four median dispersal
distances (300 m, 1750 m, 8200 m, and 15,700 m) representing species with
short, medium, large and very large dispersal abilities. These dispersal distances
were suggested by CVC based on an internal literature review and analysis of
available dispersal distance measures for native mammals and herpetiles in the
watershed (CVC, 2019). In a review of 63 primary scientific articles, CVC identified
dispersal distances for 13 of 27 herptile species and 18 of 39 mammal species
confirmed in the watershed. The average dispersal distance for each species was
used in a cluster analysis (Jenks Natural Breaks optimization) to form six functional
groups with different characteristic dispersal abilities. To focus on the functional
groups most vulnerable to landscape connectivity, we excluded the two groups with
the highest dispersal distances (this excluded Ursus americanus (American black
bear), Neovison vison (Americal mink), Martes americana (American marten), Lynx
rufus (Bobcat), and Canis latrans (Coyote)).
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Figure 7: Illustration of the calculation of the probability of direct dispersal between nodes
as an exponential decay function of the internodal distance. This example indicates that a
distance of 2 km between two patches (internodal distance) will correspond to 50%
dispersal probability (Saura & Torné, 2008).

When using least-cost distances (i.e., the cost accumulated along the least cost
path between two patches), it becomes necessary to rescale the median dispersal
distance (or connectivity would break down in the network) so that dispersal ability
is expressed in cost units rather than meters. Following Gurrutxaga et al. (2011),
we rescaled the dispersal threshold by multiplying the median dispersal distance (in
meters) by the median resistance value for the study area (here: median resistance
= 100). This rescaled the negative exponential function so that a cost of 100 *
median Euclidean dispersal distance corresponded to a 50% probability that two
patches are directly connected. Therefore, the median dispersal distances
associated with the least-cost approach could be interpreted as the effective
capacity of the species to move between patches assuming that they can cross the
non-natural but permeable features between natural areas. For example, with this
rescaling, a species with a 300 m median dispersal threshold (Euclidean) would
have a 50% probability to disperse 3000 m through natural areas, or 300 m
through non-natural but permeable areas, or 30 m through non-permeable areas,
which may not be a realistic set of assumptions. Compared to the Euclidean
distance approach, the least-cost approach is more biologically relevant as it takes
into account the resistance of the intervening landscape, but this comes at a cost of
interpretability and justification of the median dispersal threshold.
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The metric that is used in Conefor to quantify the overall network connectivity is
called PC, the probability of connectivity, (Pascula-Hortal & Saura, 2007). It is the
probability that two points randomly placed within the landscape will fall into
patches that are connected (i.e., reachable from each other, either directly or
through other patches). The change in this probability, referred to as dPC (Equation
1), is a probability-based quantitative measure of the overall change in connectivity
of the network of natural areas when a single patch is removed. The metric dPC
thus quantifies the relative importance of each natural area in the network. It can
be decomposed into three additive fractions, each indicating a different aspect of
contribution to connectivity (Equation 2):
1. dPCintra: Quantifies the contribution of each patch based on available area
only (intrapatch connectivity). For patch C in Fig. 8, this is a function of the
probability that two random points are in the same patch C.
2. dPCflux: Quantifies the contribution of each patch as a direct connection with
other patches in the network. For patch C, this is a function of the probability
that one random point is in patch C and one in another patch, B or D, that is
directly linked to C.
3. dPCconnector: Quantifies the contribution of each patch as a connector
between other patches (stepping stone function) For patch C, this is a
function of the probability that two random points are in two patches B and D
for which the shortest path goes through C.

𝑑𝑃𝐶 = 100 ∙
𝑑𝑃𝐶 = 𝑑𝑃𝐶

𝑃𝐶 − 𝑃𝐶
𝑃𝐶
,

+ 𝑑𝑃𝐶

,

,

… … … … … … … … . … … … … … 𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 1
+ 𝑑𝑃𝐶

,

… … … … … . . 𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 2
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Figure 8: Implementation of graph theory in Conefor to assess the network connectivity
and the relative contributions of patches (A-D) and linkages, expressed in terms of three
additive fractions of dPC; modified from Saura and Rubio (2010).

For more details on how Conefor was implemented in this project (e.g. calculation
mode, probabilistic function, calculated indices, and outputs) please refer to the
project user manual.

4.7.

Identifying the Most Sensitive Dispersal Distance

For species with a very limited dispersal ability, connected habitat is mostly within
the same patch (dPCintra) or among neighboring patches that are directly linked
(dPCflux), with short distances between them. Hence, a very low median dispersal
threshold, e.g. lower than the average distance between nearby patches in the
network, leads to a break-down of the network into many unconnected
components, with single patches or small clusters of nearby patches that lack
connections with other parts of the network. In such a situation, connectivity is
largely due to the dPCintra fraction, with some dPCflux within local clusters, and
little dPCconnector (stepping-stone function). On the other hand, species with very
high dispersal ability will be able to reach most patches and are less dependent on
stepping-stone patches. Hence, very high median dispersal distances result in a
network where most patches are directly linked (dPCflux), so that the steppingstone function (dPCconnector) is less important. As a result, the dPCconnector
fraction, summed across the entire network, tends to peak at intermediate median
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dispersal distances, and the median dispersal distance with the maximum
dPCconnector function can be interpreted as the dispersal threshold with the
highest sensitivity for network connectivity (Gurrutxaga et al., 2011). It is
important to note that total network connectivity consists of all three fractions,
where dPCintra does not depend on the distance threshold at all, dPCflux is to some
degree affected by it, and dPCconnector is the most sensitive.
To identify the most sensitive median dispersal distance, we compared the
dPCconnector fraction between all median dispersal thresholds for each approach.
We included additional thresholds, so that we assessed the sum of the
dPCconnector function over all patches in the network for each of nine median
dispersal thresholds for Euclidean distances (100 m, 200 m, 300 m, 500 m, 1000
m, 1750 m, 3000 m 8200 m, and 15,700) and eleven for least-cost distances
(10000, 20000, 30000, 50000, 100000, 175000, 300000, 820000, 1570000,
2000000, 8000000).

5. Results and Discussion
5.1.

Resistance Map

We developed a high-resolution (10m10m) resistance surface for the entire Credit
River Watershed (Fig. 5 and Appendix C-1). The three values of resistance (10,
100, and 1000) were used to characterize the reclassified land cover types: natural
and permeable, non-natural but permeable, and impermeable land covers in the
area. The high-resolution resistance map delineated fine landscape features and
important elements for connectivity that are at least 100 m 2, which is equivalent to
the grain size of the resistance map (10m x 10m resolution). For features with
smaller size than the raster grain, we assigned the maximum value of the pixel
they fall into to be more conservative. Therefore, we were able to produce a highresolution connectivity map at a relevant scale for conservation practices for the
Credit Valley Watershed (Fig. 9,10 and 11), compared to the outputs from the
previous efforts for modelling connectivity in southern Ontario (Bowman & Cordes,
2015). Notably, the input data included a field-based inventory of culverts and
underpasses (CVC’s Road and Valley Crossing Data), which was not considered in
the previous, larger-scale analysis.
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Figure 9: Illustration of high-resolution resistance map for a heterogenous landscape within
the Credit River Watershed. a) Google Earth satellite image of the area, b) resistance map
at 100 m resolution (Bowman & Cordes, 2015), and c) high-resolution resistance map
(10m) with fine details of landscape elements, including an underpass under Highway 401.
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Figure 10: A close-up demonstration of the high-resolution resistance map for a
heterogenous landscape within the Credit River Watershed. The area is at the intersection of
Highway 403, and Mississauga Road. It includes natural underpasses of the Credit River to
the northeast, and Mullet Creek to the southwest. a) Google Earth satellite image of the
area, b) high-resolution resistance map (10m).
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5.2.

Current Density Map

Circuitscape analysis of the resistance map resulted in a high-resolution, wall-towall current density map for the Credit River Watershed (Appendix C-2). While
resistance values reflect the cover type of each pixel (100 m 2), current density
values indicate the contribution of each pixel to connectivity across the watershed
(Appendix C-1). Hence, it is important to consider the spatial context within the
watershed when interpreting current density values. Broadly speaking, the current
density map shows three general patterns of current flow:
1. Areas with high current flow (pinch-points): These are areas of high current
density representing natural and permeable, and non-natural but permeable
elements that are bounded by barriers of current flow in the landscape.
These areas are important biodiversity movement corridors that support the
dispersal of terrestrial organisms through areas that are difficult to traverse
otherwise, with few or no alternative pathways available. Therefore,
conservation efforts should prioritize these areas as their loss due to future
urban development will likely threaten the biological sustainability of
terrestrial wildlife populations. The patterns of high-flow or ‘biodiversity
highways’ are concentrated along the Credit River running from the
southeast to the northwest of the watershed.
More pronounced patterns of these pinch-points and high current density
areas are noticed in the area that connects the upper and lower watersheds.
This central area, located in the middle of the Credit River Watershed, is of
special importance for maintaining connectivity across the entire watershed,
as in can be considered as a biodiversity traffic hub for organisms to move
across the Credit River Watershed (Fig. 11). In practical terms, it will be
important not to block flow along the main direction of flow and to maintain
multiple routes to create some redundancy.
2. Areas with low current flow: These areas were found in urban centers, mainly
represented by Mississauga and Brampton in the lower watershed, south of
the Greenbelt. In these areas, current flow is restricted by large areas
dominated by residential areas and anthropogenic barriers (Fig. 11).
3. Areas with diffuse current flow: These areas tend to occur in large, intact
areas of natural and semi-natural land covers where current flow can spread
anywhere. This is due to a high availability of permeable (low resistance)
habitats that facilitate the movement of terrestrial wildlife in the Credit River
Watershed. Such areas are abundant in the upper watershed and in the
Greenbelt area (Fig. 11). Note that such diffuse flow, and thus low current
density, does not indicate an absence of connectivity but a low contribution,
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per unit area (pixel), to the maintenance of larger-scale connectivity, as
there are many alternative routes available.
A pixel with low resistance (natural area) can thus have low current density if flow
is unrestricted in its surrounding landscape (diffused current). Or it can have high
current density if it forms part of a ‘biodiversity highway’, an important connection
across the watershed where the current is funneled through pinch points due to
barriers to movement on either side (bottleneck). A pixel with medium or high
resistance (non-natural area) can have low current density because current flow is
diverted by a continuous barrier of non-natural features. Or it can have high current
density because the best way leads through that pixel. This is often the case for
pixels adjacent to natural areas that lie along the shortest path from one natural
area to the next, where these natural areas are part of a main connection
(’biodiversity highway’) across the watershed. This creates a ‘halo’ effect as can be
seen in Fig. 12. In such situations, it will be important to avoid breaking the flow
between these natural areas with impermeable structures, or to mitigate them e.g.
with underpasses.
Another type of halo effect occurs around blocks of impermeable features, such as
buildings, parking lots, etc. that lie in areas that are important for connectivity
across the watershed (Fig. 13, a). The current flow is diverted around the obstacle,
with high current density right adjacent to the impermeable structure. What is
important here is to recognize the diversion, not the actual pixels that have the
highest current density. It is likely that many organisms would keep a larger
distance to such structures, rather than follow their edge very closely. The diversion
effect will be stronger if the structure lies orthogonal to the main direction of flow.
Thus, new development plans may consider constructing new elements parallel to
the flow direction instead of interrupting it (Fig. 13, b). At the larger scale,
development plans should also consider maintaining multiple routes of biodiversity
flow and not only focus on (avoiding or mitigating) pinch-points at the local scale
(Gurrutxaga et al., 2010).
Modelling such a high-resolution connectivity map allowed us to demonstrate the
importance of fine natural habitat elements in the Credit River Watershed that are
crucial for maintaining the connectivity of this unique natural heritage system at the
watershed scale (Fig. 11). The previous modeling of current density for southern
Ontario by (Bowman & Cordes, 2015) showed the southern part of the watershed
as a connectivity desert, whereas the upper Credit watershed (Greenbelt) formed
part of a main biodiversity highway connecting the Niagara peninsula and SW
Ontario to the Canadian Shield. The value of the urban areas in the Credit River
Watershed in maintaining the connectivity of natural heritage system in southern
Ontario was underestimated in the previous efforts done by Bowman and Cordes
which represented the area as a connectivity desert (Fig. 1). This underestimation
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was mainly due to the spatial resolution at which resistance was modelled (Fig. 9
for a contrast between studies) and the placement of the current sources, which
forced the current to deviate around the Greenbelt and to dissolve in the large
water body of Lake Ontario. In the larger spatial context of the Golden Horseshoe
area, most flow runs through the greenbelt in a SW – NE direction (Fig. 2).
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Figure 11: Wall-to-wall current density maps illustrating patterns of current density across
the Credit River Watershed. a) Current density map from Bowman and Cordes 2015
showing high current flow in the middle watershed, diffused current flow in the upper
watershed, and low current flow in the lower watershed mainly in Mississauga and
Brampton urban centers; b) Current density map this project showing more defined and
important current flow in the lower watershed compared to the map in a; c) Standardized
current density map from this project that contrasts high current flow and biodiversity
highways (heat color ramp, SD>0) to the diffused and low current density areas (grey scale
areas, SD<0).
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Figure 12: A close-up current density map of: a) the area around the Head office of Credit
Valley Conservation, Mississauga illustrating important pinch-points points (e.g. culverts and
underpasses intersecting with Highway 401 and with Old Derry Road) and high current flow
patterns of fine natural elements in the landscape; and b) the same area with natural areas
(green) overlaid on the current density map, with halo effects where flow funneled through
natural areas diffuses into adjacent areas of intermediate resistance.
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Figure 13: Close-up current density map around the CVC area showing: a) Halo effect
around blocks of impermeable features (e.g. St. Julia Catholic Elementary School and
residential neighborhood). The current flow is diverted around the buildings with high
current density right adjacent to the impermeable structure; b) Another halo effect due to
stronger diversion of the current when the structure lies orthogonal (e.g. Highway 401) to
the current flow direction. Main current flow direction is demonstrated with the blue arrow.
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5.3.

Most Sensitive Dispersal Distance

% contribution to overall connectivity

For the network analysis with Conefor, we assessed the sensitivity of the steppingstone function (dPCconnector fraction) across a range of dispersal thresholds. For
the analysis with Euclidean edge-to-edge distances between natural areas, the
share of the dPCconnector fraction did not show a clear maximum but a plateau for
median dispersal distances between 300 – 1750 m (Fig. 14). This suggests that,
based on the physical distance between natural areas, stepping-stone patches in
the network of natural areas in the Credit River watershed are especially important
for species with low or medium dispersal ability, i.e., the first two groups identified
by CVC, with median dispersal thresholds of 300 m and 1750 m. An illustration of
how the dPCconnector fraction changes based on the median dispersal distance is
provided in Appendix C-10.
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Figure 14: Relative contribution of dPCconnector to the total importance of natural habitat
patches in the connectivity network of the Credit River Watershed, as a function of the
median dispersal distance.

With least-cost distances, the share of the dPCconnector fraction was found to
increase with the threshold, asymptotically reaching a plateau around 820,000 (Fig.
15). This value corresponds to the threshold for the third group (820000 = 8200 m
* 100, where 100 is the median resistance value corresponding to non-natural but
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permeable areas). An illustration of how the dPCconnector fraction changes based
on the cost distance is provided in Appendix C-11.
The results show an increase at short threshold values, as expected, but no
decrease at high threshold values, which suggests that a conversion factor larger
than 100 would be needed to reflect the range of responses seen for Euclidean
distances. Such a high conversion factor of Euclidean distance thresholds to cost
distances, however, is biologically hard to justify, as it would imply that species can
move large distances through areas classified as ‘impermeable’. Based on these
results, we recommend that interpretation of the network connectivity analysis be
based on the analysis with Euclidean distances.
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Figure 15: Relative contribution of dPCconnector to the total importance of natural habitat
patches in the connectivity network of the Credit River Watershed, as a function of the cost
distance.
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5.4.

Network Connectivity Analysis Results

All maps are presented in Appendix C, appended to this report. Given the results
from the sensitivity analysis, we focus the discussion of the network connectivity
analysis on the results for Euclidean distances with a median dispersal threshold of
300 m.
The overall probability of connectivity in the network of natural areas in the Credit
River watershed (Appendix C-4) can be decomposed into additive values dPCi that
express how much of the overall PC would be lost if patch i were lost from the
network. This contribution of each patch is again composed of three additive
fractions. Patches with high dPCintra values contain an important portion of the
total natural area in the watershed (Appendix C-7). Note that this is a direct
function of patch size and does not consider patch type, quality, core area, etc.
Patches with high dPCflux values are important based on their area as well as their
direct connections with nearby patches (i.e. they are part of a local cluster;
Appendix C-8). Note that the probability of these direct connections is based on
distance alone (for maps with Euclidean distance) and does not take into account
whether patches are separated by permeable or impermeable non-natural features.
Finally, patches with high dPCconnector values have an important stepping-stone
function in the network (Appendix C-9). Note that this value is based on the
shortest paths between pairs of other patches that are routed through the stepping
stone, it does not directly say whether or not there are alternative, longer routes
available.
The relative magnitude of these three roles provided by patches (i.e. habitat area
quantified by dPCintra, dispersal flux quantified by dPCflux, and stepping stone
function quantified by dPCconnector) to the overall habitat connectivity for a
species depends on that species’ dispersal ability (Saura & Rubio, 2010). For
species with low dispersal ability, the habitat area within the patch they are using
are more important than the habitat area that is available to them by dispersing to
other patches (which may be difficult to reach). For species with large dispersal
abilities, the amount of habitat area within the patch they are currently using is not
as important because they have the ability to easily disperse to different patches,
even if they are weakly interconnected. Species with intermediate dispersal abilities
are similarly able to access any habitat patch in the landscape, but unlike species
with large dispersal abilities, they rely more on stepping stones to be able to access
other habitat patches.
The sensitivity analysis reflected these ecological interpretations. The relative
contribution of the three dPC fractions varied with the mean dispersal distance of
organisms (Saura & Rubio, 2010):
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1- At short and intermediate median dispersal distances, the dPCconnector (the
probability that a patch is a stepping-stone for dispersal between two
patches) contributes the most to overall habitat connectivity. The sensitivity
analysis suggests that this is the case for species with median dispersal
distances of 300 - 1750 m. Stepping-stone patches may thus be most
important for these species groups. Local resource availability can be
enhanced by maintaining links within local clusters of natural areas. Hence,
such species which will likely benefit the most from an integrated strategy
that focuses on promoting connectivity routes across the landscape,
maintaining multiple connections within local clusters, and enhancing habitat
amount and quality at the patch level, especially for the stepping-stone
patches.
2- For very large median dispersal distance, dPCflux (the probability that two
randomly placed points occur within patches that are connected) is the
fraction that makes the largest contribution to overall habitat connectivity
(dPC). Due to the dispersal abilities of these species, most of the natural
habitat patches will be connected anyway. Therefore, maintaining largescale connectivity pathways would likely allow these species to move across
the landscape. The sensitivity analysis suggests that this is the case for
species with median dispersal distances larger than 1750 m.
Thus, there is not a single fraction of the dPC metric that would be most important,
given the diverse habitat patches in the area. Rather, our results support the
conclusion that integration of conservation mechanisms at both local (natural
habitat amount and size, connections within local clusters) and landscape levels
(connectivity corridors) is needed to maintain the biodiversity and connectivity in
this natural heritage system. This is reflected in the values of the dPC metrics, as
listed in Appendix D for the top 100 natural areas in the Credit River Watershed.

6. Recommendations
This project enabled us to provide some important recommendations that should be
taken into account for conservation practices and development planning. The
following are the key points:


Scenarios involving the conversion of natural areas (from resistance
value 10 to 100): the conservation value of a natural area will depend on
many factors and should consider species inventories and an assessment of
habitat quality, in addition to an assessment of its role in the network of
natural areas. The contribution of each patch to network connectivity is
summarized by its overall dPC value, whereas the three component scores
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(dPCintra, dPCflux and dPCconnector) help characterize its main role in the
network (as a large patch, part of a cluster, or stepping stone, respectively).


Scenarios involving the conversion of permeable to impermeable
non-natural areas (from resistance value 100 to 1000): the current density
map can be used to check whether an existing, permeable non-natural area
lies on a ‘biodiversity highway’ and thus needs special consideration. It can
also be used to identify alternative routes that could be enhanced as a
mitigation measure, and intersections between existing or planned barriers
with ‘biodiversity highways’ where mitigation measures such as underpasses
would be most important. As a general recommendation, structures would
ideally be placed in parallel with the main direction of flow, rather than
orthogonal to it, with corridors along the main direction of flow that link to
natural areas along connectivity routes.



Frequent evaluation of connectivity is important for maintaining the
natural heritage system. The current density map represents landscape
connectivity as of 2018 because it is based on CVC’s 2018 ELC and Land use
data. The current density and network connectivity analyses should be
updated as major land use changes occur in the watershed. We recommend
aligning the update schedule with that of the Credit River Watershed Natural
Heritage System. While updating the resistance map is straight-forward, the
current density map should not be recalculated locally but for the entire
watershed, so that it can appropriately capture current flow across the
watershed.



Combination of current density and network connectivity approaches
for local assessment: The Circuitscape (landscape connectivity modeling)
and Conefor (network analysis) results presented herein are two
complementary tools that can be used together for local assessment of
landscape connectivity. We recommend an overlay of the natural area over
the connectivity map in order to assess the local interplay between the
network of natural areas, their dPC fraction scores, and the intervening, nonnatural landscape features (Fig. 11b). It is important to consider a largeenough local landscape so that the connectivity routes passing through the
local landscape are adequately represented to provide spatial context.
Specifically, such an overlay can be used to identify bottlenecks that require
special attention, as well as the main connectivity routes, including
alternative routes. General principles for managing areas along connectivity
routes would include (1) mitigating, and avoiding the creation of new pinch
points; (2) maintaining or enhancing flow along major connectivity routes
(biodiversity highways); (3) promoting redundancy in the system by
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maintaining alternative routes; and (4) minimizing the diversion of diffused
flow by new development.
It is very important to state that these results should never be the only criterion to
assess conservation value. Rather, they should be seen as additional valuable tools
that complement existing conservation planning tools (e.g. habitat quality and
species occurrence data).

7. Limitations
7.1.

Computational Resources

Current density modelling with Circuitscape using high resolution rasters for the
extent of this project, and the network analysis in Conefor for 2181 patches are
very resource-demanding computational processes. The following table represents
some examples of computation times. Note that we carried out these steps on PC
Desktop machines, where possible, to assess feasibility with CVC’s resources.
However, we were forced to run the network analysis on a high-performance
computing (HPC) cluster.
Table 1: Computation time per process and software showing the high computation
demand of different analysis.
Process
Wall-to-wall map

Software
Circuitscape

LCP computation
Network analysis

Linkage Mapper
(ArcGIS)
Conefor

Network analysis

Conefor

7.2.

Platform specs.
PC Desktop (6 cores,
32GB RAM)
PC Desktop (6 cores,
32GB RAM)
UTM HPC cluster
(CALCULON)
12 cores, 120 GB RAM
PC Desktop

Time (Days)
3
7-10
4-7
ONLY local applications

Conefor Limitations

In order to complete the watershed-level analysis, we ran the command line
version of Conefor through UTM’s HPC facility ‘Calculon’. Given the computational
demands for this large-scale analysis, completing the estimations with the
standalone software on a regular desktop computer is not viable.
In addition to quantifying the importance of habitat patches using three additive
fractions of dPC, Conefor is also capable of quantifying the dPCconnector fraction of
each linkage between patches. This link-level analysis is not yet available in the
command line version of Conefor (Martensen et al., 2017), therefore we were
unable to quantify linkage importance for the watershed.
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7.3.

Probability of Connectivity Indices

The total probability of connectivity of the network (PC) is a probability and thus
scaled between 0 – 1. The dPC values are calculated as the ratio of PC without the
patch divided by PC with the patch, resulting in a proportion. These dPC values are
additive across patches and across fractions (dPCintra, dPCflux and dPCconnector)
and thus represent percentages of the total PC of the network, given the interpatch distances and the median dispersal distance threshold. This means that dPC
values can be compared within one map but not between maps. It also helps
explain why the maximum patch dPC values decreased with increasing dispersal
threshold (Appendices C-4 through C-6): larger dispersal distances lead to higher
overall PC as more patches are connected directly or via stepping stones (higher
dPCflux and dPCconnector fractions). This increases redundancy in the network so
that if one patch is removed, other patches still remain connected.
As discussed above, we recommend using Euclidean edge-to-edge distances over
least-cost distances. These straight-line distances do not reflect the effect of any
barriers (impermeable features) between patches. The underlying assumption is
that the non-natural area is uniformly permeable and that the negative binomial
dispersal function defined by the median dispersal threshold adequately models the
organism’s probability of dispersal between patches. These assumptions have not
been validated here.
7.4.

Current Density Modeling

This project uses a species-agnostic model, which does not account for any specific
ecological or biological requirements of terrestrial wildlife. Rather, structural
connectivity modelling is based on the degree of non-naturalness of landscape
elements following the classification scheme by Bowman and Cordes (2015).
Although this approach can be criticized for lacking a species-specific consideration,
it has been validated with amphibian road crossing data and with genetic data for
four mammal species (Koen et al., 2014; Marrotte et al., 2017). We recommend
further validation for additional taxonomic groups and in an urbanized setting more
representative of the Credit River watershed.

8. Spatial Data and Project Products
8.1.

Report, Appendices and Manual

Two documents were completed for this project:
1. The final report and appendices (this document).
2. The project user manual to reproduce results and maps for the project.
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8.2.

GIS Data

Three GIS data files were created for this project:
1. Resistance shapefile.
2. Current flow ESRI raster.
3. CVC natural areas shapefile attributed with (1) network analysis results (dPC
fractions) using the Euclidean distance approach for all four median dispersal
distances (300 m, 1750 m, 8200 m, and 15,700 m), and (2) network analysis
results (dPC fractions) using the least-cost distance approach for two of four
median dispersal distances (300 m, 1750 m).
8.3.

Scripts:

Computer code created to run Conefor network analysis on the HPC are available
through UTM Dataverse data repository at:
https://dataverse.scholarsportal.info/dataset.xhtml?persistentId=doi:10.5683/SP2/
CMGXZR
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9. Appendices
9.1.

Appendix A: Land cover types and resistance classification.

Land cover types in
CVC’s 2018 ELC and Land use

Resistance
Value

Justification for resistance category

Aquatic communities
Open aquatic
Open aquatic river*

1000
100

Consistent with Bowman & Cordes (2015).
Bowman and Cordes (2015) considered all open aquatic
habitat to be impermeable to wildlife. CVC’s ELC and Land use
shapefile delineates all waterbodies as open aquatic habitat,
but it also delineates much of the Credit River as open aquatic
(generally sections of the river which are >20 m). The project
team agreed that rivers should not be considered impermeable
to wildlife, as many terrestrial species are able to cross rivers.
Consistent with Bowman & Cordes (2015).
Consistent with Bowman & Cordes (2015).
Consistent with Bowman & Cordes (2015).

Floating-leaved shallow aquatic
Mixed shallow aquatic
Submerged shallow aquatic
Wetland communities
Shrub bog
Treed bog
Open fen
Shrub fen
Treed fen
Marsh
Coniferous swamp
Deciduous swamp
Mixed swamp
Thicket swamp
Upland forest communities
Coniferous forest
Deciduous forest
Mixed forest
Cultural forest communities
Cultural woodland
Plantation
Successional communities
Cultural hedgerow

1000
1000
1000

Cultural meadow

100

Cultural savannah

10

Cultural thicket

10

Other natural communities
Shrub beach / bar

10

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

Consistent with Bowman & Cordes (2015).
Consistent with Bowman & Cordes (2015).
Consistent with Bowman & Cordes (2015).
Consistent with Bowman & Cordes (2015).
Consistent with Bowman & Cordes (2015).
Consistent with Bowman & Cordes (2015).
Consistent with Bowman & Cordes (2015).
Consistent with Bowman & Cordes (2015).
Consistent with Bowman & Cordes (2015).
Consistent with Bowman & Cordes (2015).

10
10
10

Consistent with Bowman & Cordes (2015).
Consistent with Bowman & Cordes (2015).
Consistent with Bowman & Cordes (2015).

10
10

Consistent with Bowman & Cordes (2015).
Consistent with Bowman & Cordes (2015).

100

Cultural hedgerows are susceptible to removal anytime by
landowners.
Cultural meadows are susceptible to active management
anytime by landowners.
Cultural savannahs are assumed to be at lower risk
of active management by landowners due to the landowner’s
tolerance for tree cover.
Cultural thickets are assumed to be at lower risk
of active management by landowners due to the landowner’s
tolerance for succession.
Consistent with Bowman & Cordes (2015).
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Open beach / bar
Treed beach / bar
Open rock barren
Open bluff

10
10
10
100

Shrub bluff

100

Treed bluff
Open clay barren
Shrub clay barren
Treed clay barren
Open sand barren
Shrub sand barren
Treed sand barren
Shrub sand dune
Treed cliff
Carbonate treed talus

100
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
1000
100

Carbonate shrub talus

100

Tallgrass Prairie
Open Space land uses
Commercial / industrial/
institutional/ private open space
Recreational open space
Manicured open space
Agricultural land uses
Intensive agriculture
Non-intensive agriculture
Wet meadow
Inactive aggregate
Urban land uses
Active aggregate
Commercial / industrial
Educational / institutional
Construction
Landfill
Major trail
Rural development
General urban
Residential
Transportation land uses
Highway
Regional road
Railroad

10

Consistent with Bowman & Cordes (2015).
Consistent with Bowman & Cordes (2015).
Consistent with Bowman & Cordes (2015).
Bluffs are assumed to be generally climbable by terrestrial
wildlife.
Bluffs are assumed to be generally climbable by terrestrial
wildlife.
Bluffs are assumed to be climbable by terrestrial wildlife.
Consistent with Bowman & Cordes (2015).
Consistent with Bowman & Cordes (2015).
Consistent with Bowman & Cordes (2015).
Consistent with Bowman & Cordes (2015).
Consistent with Bowman & Cordes (2015).
Consistent with Bowman & Cordes (2015).
Consistent with Bowman & Cordes (2015).
Consistent with Bowman & Cordes (2015).
Talus slopes are assumed to be generally climbable by
terrestrial wildlife.
Talus slopes are assumed to be generally climbable by
terrestrial wildlife.
Consistent with Bowman & Cordes (2015).

100

Consistent with Bowman & Cordes (2015).

100
100

Consistent with Bowman & Cordes (2015).
Consistent with Bowman & Cordes (2015).

100
100
100
100

Consistent with Bowman & Cordes (2015).
Consistent with Bowman & Cordes (2015).
Consistent with Bowman & Cordes (2015).
Consistent with Bowman & Cordes (2015).

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
100
1000
1000
1000

Consistent with Bowman & Cordes (2015).
Consistent with Bowman & Cordes (2015).
Consistent with Bowman & Cordes (2015).
Consistent with Bowman & Cordes (2015).
Consistent with Bowman & Cordes (2015).
Not natural but passable by all terrestrial wildlife.
Contains building footprints, not passable by wildlife.
Consistent with Bowman & Cordes (2015).
Consistent with Bowman & Cordes (2015).

1000
1000
100

Consistent with Bowman & Cordes (2015).
Consistent with Bowman & Cordes (2015).
Studies have shown that rail networks serve as movement
corridors for many species, particularly mammals.
Not passable by wildlife.
Not passable by wildlife.
Lower risk of collision with terrestrial species.
Although wildlife passages permit movement of species under
roads, the presence of a man-made structure (i.e. bridges

Airport
Collector
Gravel roads*
Wildlife passage*

1000
1000
100
100
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and culverts), human presence and traffic
noise may discourage movement.
* Land cover types that were added to CVC’s ELC and Land Use shapefile to better reflect the resistance of the landscape.
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9.2.

Appendix B: Data Sources

Table B1. The GIS shapefiles created by CVC and provided to UTM for analysis.

Created GIS Data

Shapefile name

Year

Scale

Resistance shapefile

CVC_Connectivity_Resistance_undissolved_
20190417.shp
CVC_Connectivity_NaturalAreas_final_2019
0417.shp

2019

1:10,000

2019

1:10,000

Natural areas shapefile

Table B2. Existing GIS files used by CVC to create the shapefiles in Table B1.

Existing GIS Data

Shapefile or Geodatabase name

Year

Scale

ELC and land use shapefile

dta_Corporate_Milestone_ELC_Land_Use_
20200309.gdb/ELCLandUse_20180530
Boundary_CVC.shp

2017

1:10,000

2008

1:10,000

dta_Corporate_Milestone_ELC_Land_Use_
20200309.gdb/Cliffs_Banks_20150421
Road_and_Valley_Crossings.shp

2015

1:10,000

2018

1:10,000

Credit River Watershed
boundary shapefile
Cliffs shapefile
Road and Valley Crossings
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9.3.

Appendix C: Maps

C-1: a) Resistance surface for the Credit River Watershed. The boundary of CVC
jurisdiction (red line) is surrounded by a 25% buffer zone where current sources
(nodes) are placed. b) Current density map modelled in Circuitscape.
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C-2: a) Current density map clipped to CVC boundary polygon after removing the
buffer area to eliminate artifacts due to high current flow near the current sources.
b) Standardized current density map contrasting biodiversity highways and pinchpoints to diffused and low flow areas in the background.
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C-3: Natural areas within and intersecting with the boundary of the Credit Valley
Conservation jurisdiction in the Credit River Watershed. A total of 2181 natural
areas were included in the network analysis.
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C-4: Network analysis results using a median dispersal distance of 300 m. Analysis
is based on Euclidian distances among all 2181 natural areas (patches) in the Credit
River Watershed. Patches are colored according to their total dPC value, i.e., the
change in the probability of connectivity of the entire network if the patch is
removed. Higher values thus indicate a larger contribution to network connectivity.
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C-5: Network analysis results using a median dispersal distance of 1750 m.
Analysis is based on Euclidian distances among all 2181 natural areas (patches) in
the Credit River Watershed. Patches are colored according to their total dPC value,
i.e., the change in the probability of connectivity of the entire network if the patch
is removed. Higher values thus indicate a larger contribution to network
connectivity..
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C-6: Network analysis results using a median dispersal distance of 8200 m.
Analysis is based on Euclidian distances among all 2181 natural areas (patches) in
the Credit River Watershed. Patches are colored according to their total dPC value,
i.e., the change in the probability of connectivity of the entire network if the patch
is removed. Higher values thus indicate a larger contribution to network
connectivity.
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C-7: Network analysis results using a median dispersal distance of 300 m. Analysis
is based on Euclidian distances among all 2181 natural areas (patches) in the Credit
River Watershed. Patches are colored according to their total dPCintra value. This
fraction quantifies the contribution of the patch to network connectivity due to
patch area only (reflecting the probability that two random points are located in the
same patch). Higher values thus indicate a larger contribution to network
connectivity.
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C-8: Network analysis results using a median dispersal distance of 300 m. Analysis
is based on Euclidian distances among all 2181 natural areas (patches) in the Credit
River Watershed. Patches are colored according to their total dPCflux value. This
fraction quantifies the contribution of the patch to network connectivity due to
being part of a local cluster only (reflecting the probability that two random points
are located in two patches with a direct link). Higher values thus indicate a larger
contribution to network connectivity.
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C-9: Network analysis results using a median dispersal distance of 300 m. Analysis
is based on Euclidian distances among all 2181 natural areas (patches) in the Credit
River Watershed. Patches are colored according to their total dPCconnector value.
This fraction quantifies the contribution of the patch to network connectivity due to
its stepping-stone function (reflecting the probability that two random points are
located in patches where the shortest path between those patches goes through the
stepping-stone patch). Higher values thus indicate a larger contribution to network
connectivity.
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C-10: Illustration of how patch importance as stepping stones, measured by the
dPCconnector fraction, in the Credit River Watershed changes based on the median
dispersal distance used in the analysis. a) Patches indicate low to medium
importance with a median dispersal distance of 300m. b) Patches indicate higher
importance with a median dispersal distance of 1750m. c) As median dispersal
distance increase to 8200m, same patches showed higher importance as stepping
stones in the network. Values of dPCconnector are specific to each median dispersal
distance map.
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C-11: Illustration of how patches importance as stepping stones, measured by the
dPCconnector fraction, in the Credit River Watershed changes based on the cost
distance and LCP analysis. a) patches importance with cost distance 30000 b)
patches importance with cost distance 175000. Values of dPCconnector are specific
to each median dispersal distance map. Cost distances are in resistance units.
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9.4.
Appendix D: Top 100 Natural Area Patches Important for
Conservation Prioritization Based on Connectivity Network Analysis
for the Credit River Watershed.
D-1: Top 100 natural area patches important for conservation prioritization ranked
from most important to least important based on its value as a stepping stone
patch (dPCconnector) to maintain connectivity in the entire network of the Credit
River Watershed. Analysis is based on dispersal threshold of 300 m (Edge-to-edge
Euclidian distance between patches).
Patch

Centroid_X

Centroid_Y

Area_ha

dPC_300

dPCintra

dPCflux

dPCconnector

1053

583277.3787

4839446.321

343.6260524

10.177

0.030

3.045

7.101

1461

581599.6096

4849911.026

374.4754926

10.193

0.036

3.449

6.708

1086

583743.1195

4841212.737

367.6449359

7.570

0.035

3.301

4.234

1906

574408.0165

4857928.746

102.4777899

5.061

0.003

0.877

4.182

1771

577543.4635

4855383.203

53.95010173

4.540

0.001

0.479

4.060

942

583235.645

4837375.443

94.70395758

4.805

0.002

0.839

3.964

1881

575234.0222

4857647.588

22.86283914

4.002

0.000

0.198

3.804

1983

574543.2217

4860055.658

85.88866853

4.225

0.002

0.709

3.514

1646

578748.2672

4853777.63

12.04365066

3.614

0.000

0.112

3.503

2029

574592.7241

4861649.345

56.63467578

3.813

0.001

0.441

3.371

1937

573398.6899

4858990.189

140.9630562

4.376

0.005

1.189

3.182

2013

577856.753

4860664.398

170.1852216

4.089

0.007

1.231

2.851

2076

578883.6451

4861557.391

209.9412348

3.777

0.011

1.479

2.287

425

577559.964

4829831.376

69.34412838

2.746

0.001

0.497

2.248

1873

575681.8252

4857009.157

76.09646392

2.847

0.001

0.668

2.178

1600

583748.0248

4852765.026

132.5582625

3.304

0.005

1.178

2.121

1647

584688.8749

4853567.608

110.5601279

2.992

0.003

0.935

2.053

2088

575942.7737

4862443.51

109.8715705

2.754

0.003

0.812

1.938

2038

575170.0754

4861916.318

33.95435491

2.152

0.000

0.261

1.892

1131

577654.0306

4843407.43

246.3131028

3.980

0.016

2.122

1.842

983

577103.6882

4838269.83

131.3554522

2.782

0.004

1.024

1.753

1801

584674.5122

4855701.468

173.7960809

3.104

0.008

1.414

1.682

505

578819.0226

4830785.51

127.6258878

2.628

0.004

0.943

1.680

1705

572562.006

4854260.732

169.0394842

2.898

0.007

1.338

1.552

1990

580941.8828

4859754.56

172.4148988

2.624

0.008

1.195

1.421

532

580362.7696

4831335.376

41.61522908

1.736

0.000

0.318

1.418

906

586562.5302

4836705.06

27.04614023

1.457

0.000

0.221

1.236

1023

585495.1813

4839511.067

112.3661879

2.164

0.003

0.994

1.166

1299

579648.06

4847122.763

185.9427623

2.888

0.009

1.713

1.166

956

575746.7908

4837459.753

89.05793423

1.837

0.002

0.671

1.163

423

602467.5913

4830034.175

6.328986433

1.179

0.000

0.018

1.160

1093

577191.0435

4842062.902

212.3111466

2.935

0.012

1.790

1.134
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Patch

Centroid_X

Centroid_Y

Area_ha

dPC_300

dPCintra

dPCflux

dPCconnector

1187

575782.6121

4845112.206

84.69071498

1.844

0.002

0.719

1.124

2069

582546.2296

4861760.186

217.7701522

2.521

0.012

1.414

1.095

1168

584468.2826

4843421.875

661.8639221

7.032

0.113

5.890

1.030

1229

578941.4972

4846048.502

142.1162169

2.318

0.005

1.285

1.028

804

581524.0187

4833689.416

218.5860671

2.812

0.012

1.775

1.024

889

579201.1179

4836057.848

120.0914937

1.890

0.004

0.881

1.005

934

585893.7241

4837124.562

42.41380954

1.360

0.000

0.368

0.992

1612

572115.2753

4852677.389

156.1235209

2.163

0.006

1.194

0.963

2010

582069.7595

4860377.708

211.9934044

2.348

0.012

1.412

0.925

1217

574881.8125

4846100.587

82.81332241

1.515

0.002

0.607

0.907

1173

578441.2319

4844670.277

209.1250747

2.733

0.011

1.839

0.883

673

593513.9

4832924.69

63.91576925

1.271

0.001

0.413

0.856

658

598317.8787

4832783.542

66.79515501

1.223

0.001

0.375

0.847

1335

580506.1171

4848085.172

154.6374031

2.294

0.006

1.442

0.845

789

590371.3904

4834410.724

138.2580251

1.799

0.005

0.965

0.829

1269

570425.0245

4846640.607

192.3117355

2.094

0.010

1.274

0.810

1817

586288.1174

4856088.475

158.6939353

2.030

0.006

1.239

0.785

840

587404.888

4835414.998

59.94647633

1.205

0.001

0.443

0.761

2149

574102.0458

4864688.609

81.30397349

1.273

0.002

0.520

0.751

1737

570206.1337

4854677.092

216.7322985

2.405

0.012

1.645

0.748

1287

576003.4356

4847233.998

90.98523305

1.501

0.002

0.773

0.726

2178

575284.113

4866641.465

62.14605784

0.940

0.001

0.255

0.683

1246

573902.962

4847129.104

56.04428485

1.075

0.001

0.406

0.669

1971

586509.3528

4859747.691

60.35350929

1.042

0.001

0.404

0.637

785

587510.2772

4834933.51

5.311936846

0.674

0.000

0.039

0.635

1242

572105.0394

4846783.063

101.1375921

1.326

0.003

0.700

0.624

2131

572764.8715

4864862.75

15.03946428

0.703

0.000

0.086

0.617

573

599772.7007

4831977.465

7.443654806

0.643

0.000

0.030

0.613

568

600657.4907

4831943.696

10.49999578

0.648

0.000

0.038

0.610

1472

581703.5404

4850854.6

36.42710521

0.929

0.000

0.339

0.590

1934

572429.6008

4858205.885

142.1400703

1.770

0.005

1.180

0.584

2108

573326.908

4864136.125

8.464131394

0.630

0.000

0.054

0.575

1974

574797.014

4860586.971

3.186783123

0.589

0.000

0.025

0.564

1256

582291.9623

4846473.78

259.7327969

2.959

0.017

2.388

0.554

1405

575686.2269

4849464.358

71.71767683

1.117

0.001

0.566

0.549

1380

572078.7357

4848892.308

44.40881428

0.864

0.001

0.314

0.549

1342

576181.144

4848650.683

16.51654616

0.677

0.000

0.136

0.541

1275

572905.2014

4847634.025

28.11819252

0.719

0.000

0.199

0.520

598

599875.858

4832314.42

3.649400857

0.525

0.000

0.016

0.509

1521

569354.7008

4851134.428

71.67099879

1.000

0.001

0.506

0.493

1618

578926.2802

4852227.235

103.9635479

1.435

0.003

0.961

0.471

854

582540.7859

4834612.93

200.26345

2.153

0.010

1.680

0.463
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Patch

Centroid_X

Centroid_Y

Area_ha

dPC_300

dPCintra

dPCflux

dPCconnector

2157

574647.6111

4865939.827

1.069868082

0.445

0.000

0.005

0.441

2158

576009.8437

4865702.179

12.17692582

0.484

0.000

0.046

0.438

1290

571250.8743

4847782.879

60.31116005

0.850

0.001

0.415

0.434

1125

581831.4814

4843135.951

145.867585

1.749

0.005

1.313

0.431

691

579994.4731

4833135.101

49.45883922

0.815

0.001

0.397

0.417

1438

580059.5148

4850492.975

34.59777578

0.737

0.000

0.323

0.413

571

579949.1073

4831740.399

24.82337468

0.603

0.000

0.191

0.411

1625

588842.2333

4853514.924

79.38564577

0.997

0.002

0.586

0.409

1150

575250.3852

4845322.365

1.821149334

0.413

0.000

0.014

0.399

913

583147.5102

4836039.678

268.1698627

2.730

0.019

2.324

0.387

1024

577812.3284

4839389.3

106.8663276

1.257

0.003

0.868

0.386

1961

570900.9713

4858823.758

313.4510247

2.947

0.025

2.542

0.380

641

599481.1616

4832806.548

9.305464157

0.422

0.000

0.049

0.373

417

579649.9695

4829431.085

51.32111875

0.706

0.001

0.348

0.357

2111

583482.2268

4862976.662

289.4507646

2.181

0.022

1.804

0.356

1800

577855.3997

4855732.855

110.9739475

1.327

0.003

0.971

0.353

1652

577085.1865

4854348.488

4.028252653

0.383

0.000

0.030

0.353

1434

572481.4292

4850225.769

51.76203757

0.728

0.001

0.375

0.352

2172

576729.3045

4866222.987

50.76236345

0.537

0.001

0.185

0.351

1931

584246.1589

4858088.05

147.4110505

1.343

0.006

1.005

0.332

2159

571225.062

4865313.318

93.57474934

0.783

0.002

0.452

0.329

463

575233.6006

4829349.568

453.288463

3.460

0.053

3.082

0.326

1671

577829.003

4854494.799

16.16798763

0.466

0.000

0.141

0.325

1690

588011.2166

4854323.047

76.81771182

0.884

0.002

0.576

0.306

1445

584481.6936

4848758.894

376.1910526

3.750

0.036

3.417

0.296

1615

580308.833

4851919.472

340.6251765

3.408

0.030

3.084

0.294
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D-2: Top 100 natural area patches important for conservation prioritization ranked
from most important to least important based on its value as a stepping stone
patch (dPCconnector) to maintain connectivity in the entire network of the Credit
River Watershed. Analysis is based on dispersal threshold of 1750 m (Edge-to-edge
Euclidian distance between patches).
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D-3: Top 100 natural area patches important for conservation prioritization ranked
from most important to least important based on its value as a stepping stone
patch (dPCconnector) to maintain connectivity in the entire network of the Credit
River Watershed. Analysis is based on dispersal threshold of 8200 m (Edge-to-edge
Euclidian distance between patches).
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D-4: Top 100 natural area patches important for conservation prioritization ranked
from most important to least important based on its value as a stepping stone
patch (dPCconnector) to maintain connectivity in the entire network of the Credit
River Watershed. Analysis is based on dispersal threshold of 15700 m (Edge-toedge Euclidian distance between patches).
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